Introduction
Tang (618-907 AD) and Song (960-1279) dynasties are two very important periods in the development of Chinese literary. The majority forms of the poetry in Tang and Song were Shi (詩) and Ci (詞), respectively. Tang Shi and Song Ci established crucial foundations of the Chinese literature, and their influences in both literary works and daily lives of the Chinese communities last until today.
Recognizing the importance of Tang Shi, a Chinese emperor of the Qing dynasty , Kangxi, ordered to compile a collection of Tang poems, Quan-Tang-Shi (QTS, 全唐詩). QTS contains nearly 50 thousand works of about 2200 poets. A similar effort for compiling a collection of Song Ci from the private sector began in the Ming dynasty , and achieved in a collection called Quan-Song-Ci (QSC, 全宋詞) in the early Republican period of China (ca. 1937) .
QSC contains around 20 thousand works of about 1330 poets. The exact statistics about QTS and QSC may vary slightly depending on the sources.
In the past more than a thousand years, literary and linguistic researchers have had done a myriad of research about the poetry of the Tang and Song dynasties. Hence, it is beyond our capacity and not our objective to review the literature in this abstract. Traditional researchers studied and compared poetic works that were produced by different authors and in different time periods to produce insightful and invaluable analyses and commentaries 1 . Most of the time, the researchers focused on the poems of selected poets. Even when computing supports become available, studying poems of specific poets 2 is still an important and popular type of research in poetry.
Software tools facilitate the analysis of poetry from a panoramic perspective, and may lead to applications that would be very challenging in the past. In this presentation, we will discuss some interesting findings in some quantitative analyses of QTS and QSC.
Colors and Imageries
Colors are an important ingredient in everyday lives, and actually carried important meanings in religion and social statuses in pre-modern Chinese societies. Wong, a specialist in colors, discusses hidden meanings of colors in China in his book on "The colors of China" . Yet, the analysis can be extended in at least two directions. First, did a poet have specific preferences on some collocations? Second, how were the collocations used by different authors?
Bai Juyi 10 has the largest number of works in QTS. He used "白髮" 11 with "青衫"
11
, "青雲" 11 ,
"丹砂"
, and "青山"
, and "白首" 11 with "青山" and "紅塵" 11 relatively often. Liu Changqin 10 , another important poet in the mid Tang period, used "白髮" with "滄洲"
, and "白首" with "青 山", "滄洲", and "青春" 11 relatively often. These different words and collocations convey the imagery of "aging", and the variations in the word choices shed light on the subtle differences between the poets about how they expressed emotions about aging. from the QTS to thoroughly study them. Liu et al. reported that white ("白") is the most frequent color in QTS 9 . We may check and find that red ("紅") is the most frequent color in QCS. It is interesting to investigate the changes (and their causes) of the popular colors from QTS to QCS. Again, using text analysis methods, we can find a good approximation of the trend, though obtaining the precise frequencies of the colors requires the techniques of word sense disambiguation (WSD). For instance, "金" 18 could represent a material or a color, so WSD is necessary to achieve precise statistics.
In QSC, the most frequent six colors are in the order of "紅", "青", "黃", "綠", "白", and "碧"
19
, while, in QTS, the most frequent six colors are "白", "青", "紅", "黃", "碧", and "綠". "紅塵", "殘紅", "紅妝", "紅葉", "紅袖", "紅日", and "紅樓" 20 are some of the most frequent red words in QSC.
The changes in the dominant colors from QTS to QSC may be a result of the selection process and may be a result of the cultural shift, and is an academically interesting issue to purse further.
Word Inventions and Influences
Liu and Wang 21 propose a method to measure and compare the influences of the poems of a poet. Their methods consider whether or not the poems were selected to be included in famous collections.
While our goal is not to challenge Liu and Wang's viewpoint, we would propose to consider also whether poets created new words that were used by later Chinese generations. Isn't it practically meaningful and academically significant to create new words that future generations continue to use? At the time of Tang and Song, poets were at an excellent stage of the Chinese history to achieve such a cultural impact.
12 白雲: bai yun, white cloud 13 Collocations of "白雲" and "黃葉" (huang2 ye4, yellow leaves) appeared in poems of 劉長卿(4 times), 盧綸(1), 常袞(1), and 賈島(1). 14 Collocations of "白雲" and "滄海" (cang1 hai3, broad ocean) appeared in poems of 劉長卿(4), 姚合(1), 崔峒(1), and 賈島(1). 15 Collocations of "白雲" and "清露" (qing1 lou4, light dew) appeared in poems of 權德輿(1) and 賈島(1). 16 Collocations of "白雲" and "流水" (liu2 shui3, running water) appeared in poems of 劉禹錫 (1) 
